All-fiberized synchronously pumped 1120 nm picosecond Raman laser with flexible output dynamics.
A largely simplified and highly efficient all-fiber-based synchronously pumping scheme is proposed. The synchronization between pump light and the cavity round-trip can be achieved by adjusting the repetition rate of pumping light without the requirement of altering the cavity length. Based on this scheme, we achieved generating narrow linewidth highly efficient 1120 nm pulse directly from an all-fiber Raman cavity. By pump repetition rate detuning and pump duration adjustment, the duration of the 1120 nm pulse can be widely tuned from 18 ps to ~1 ns, and the repetition rate can be adjusted from 12.41 MHz to 99.28 MHz by harmonic pumping. Up to 4.3 W high power operation is verified based on this scheme. Owing to the compact all-fiber configuration, the conversion efficiency of the 1066 nm pump light to the 1120 nm Stokes light exceeds 80% and the overall conversion efficiency (976 nm-1066 nm-1120 nm) is as high as 53.7%. The nonlinear output dynamics of the Raman laser are comprehensively explored. Two distinct operation regimes are investigated and characterized.